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Dubai in recent years has been considered among the most favorite tourist destination in the world
as people from all over the world come here for various reasons like work business, holidays,
education, sporting event, and shopping. Recent developments in Dubai has also been a major
cause of attraction for many people visiting Dubai, specially the stylish shopping malls in Dubai have
been very appealing for people coming to Dubai for shopping. There are many such places in Dubai
where people love shopping come to Dubai only for this very purpose. The government has played
the main role in having such world class and stylish shopping malls as they have come from
investments in the construction business and that only happened as the government allowed the
foreigners to buy and invest in the real estate sector, eased the policies and procedures and then
created a safe and secure business friendly environment which suited the business community. All
these efforts encouraged many to invest in various residential and commercial construction projects
including shopping malls like Dubai Mall, Dubai Festival City and many more. It is due to such
developments that from all over the worlds come to Dubai, for shopping.

The establishment of free zones in Dubai has also had its impact on the increasing trend of
shopping in Dubai, and since people do not have to pay duties and taxes they like shopping here in
Dubai. The prices of different items are also comparatively cheaper than other places in the world
which is why people enjoy shopping in this part of the world. People coming to Dubai for various
reasons do visit different shopping malls in Dubai to buy gifts for their friends and family as these
malls in Dubai have some amazing gifts Dubai to present to the people coming here for shopping.
And not just that there are plenty of other items that people like to shop for in Dubai. In fact malls in
Dubai serve as a showcase for different brands and products as they that people shopping in these
malls come here from different parts of the world and if their products are liked in Dubai then it will
gain popularity in other places in the world as well.

The increasing use of cell phones has also had its impact on the malls in Dubai where we have a
number of stores offering different brands of cell phones Dubai with attractive offers and promotions.
These cell phones Dubai are also cheaper in price compared to other places in the world due to free
zones as no duty or tax is charged there and because of a heavy influx of people visiting these
mobile markets in Dubai many new models are released specially in Dubai. Jewellery Dubai is also
among the most sold items as one can find the finest quality of artificial, gold and precious stones
jewellery in Dubai. The prices of jewellery in Dubai is also very reasonable which is why people
prefer buying jewellery here in Dubai compared to other places in the world. It due to all these
reasons, that Dubai has been considered a popular shopping destination in the world.
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